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Splendid Harvest

table runner

by Nancy Mahoney

Quilt Size: 17" x 41"

HARVEST
Fabric Collection by

P&B Textiles



Yardage
HARV 210 X (stripe) 1 3/8 yds

HARV 213 Z (basket weave) 3/8 yd (binding)

HARV 214 E (ecru tonal) 1/8 yd

LBLE* 380 YG (olive swirls) 1/4 yd

BACKING Any Harvest fabric 1 1/4 yd

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS: Plastic template

Cutting
All strips are cut across the width of fabric (wof), unless
indicated otherwise.

From HARV 210 X (stripe), fussy cut:
• (2) 6" x 43" lengthwise strips; including a black

berry stripe and one basket weave stripe in each strip

• (2) 6" x 19" lengthwise strips; including a black
berry stripe and one basket weave stripe in each strip

• (20) triangles; using the triangle template as
described in step 1

From HARV 214 E (ecru tonal), cut:
• (10) 3 7/8" squares; cut each square in half

diagonally to yield 20 triangles

From LBLE 380 YG (olive swirls), cut:
• (2) 2 1/2" x wof strips; cut into (20) 2 1/2" squares

From the HARV 213 Z (basket weave), cut:
• (4) 2 1/4" x wof binding strips

Assembly
1. To make a triangle template, draw a 3 7/8" square
onto template plastic using a permanent marker. Draw
a line from corner to corner to make a half-square
triangle. Cut out one triangle template, cutting exactly
on the drawn lines. On the long side of the triangle
template, draw a line about 3/4" from the outer edge to
use as a placement guide. Place the triangle template
on the stripe fabric, with the long side of the triangle
template on the basket weave stripe and the placement
line on the red line between the basket weave stripe
and the tan berries stripe, and cut out a triangle.
Repeat to cut a total of 20 triangles.

2. Pair each triangle from step 1 with an ecru triangle
and join them along their long edges to make half-
square-triangle units. Make 20 units.

3. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the
wrong side of each olive square. Place a marked square
on the ecru triangle of a half-square-triangle unit, right
sides together. Sew on the marked line and trim away
the corner fabric, leaving a 1/4" seam allowance. Make
20 of these units.

4. Lay out four units from step 3, making sure the
tan berries are facing toward the center. Sew the units
into rows and then join the rows to complete the
block. Make 5 blocks.

5. Sew the blocks end to end to make a long row.

6. Using the 6“-wide strips of stripe and your favorite
method for adding mitered borders, join the strips to
the block row and miter the corners.

7. Layer the table runner with batting and backing;
baste. Quilt as desired and bind the edges to finish.

Splendid Harvest table runner by Nancy Mahoney using the Harvest
and Luxury Blenders* metallic accent fabric collections • Size: 17" x 41"
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